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Time to Get Out of The BOX!
Now more than ever, it's crucial that we spend time
outdoors connecting with Nature.

I hope you can get out of your BOX and get outside to
play and explore!

Enjoy these activities and make sure to have fun and
exciting adventures as often as you can.

If you like my story and these activities please get in
touch with me on the contacts below.

And always remember, whatever you do, don’t live in a
BOX like The BOX People!

kennywpeavy@gmail.com

facebook.com/groups/boxpeopleunboxed

@kenny_peavy

@kenny_peavy



How to use The BOX People
This FREE Activity Guide is intended for use with the illustrated
children's book The BOX People- Out of the BOX! 

However, many of the activities can be used as a stand-alone
activity without a copy of the book.

My main goal is to get people outdoors playing, exploring,
discovering, and making connections with Nature! 

In the process of discovering our relationship with Nature, I hope
we will create sustainable communities that are healthy, mindful,
and have a focus on well-being for us as individuals and as a
Global Community.

https://www.amazon.com/Box-People-Out/dp/B09M4R6PRB/

Get a copy of The BOX People- Out of the BOX! 
Copy and Paste the link below into your web browser.

Available on Kindle and in print!



Mindfulness

TIME FOR YOU TO GET OUT OF YOUR BOX!
 

Find a place in Nature where you feel safe, comfortable, and
relaxed. 

 
If you can't go outside then find a quiet place in your house.

 
Take 5 minutes to close your eyes and think of everything you are

thankful for to practice silent gratitude.
 

Next, take a few deep breaths slowly in and slowly out to
appreciate your surroundings before completing the next page.



Mindfulness

Breathe in for 4 seconds (inhale)
Hold your breath for 4 seconds (hold)
Breathe out for 4 seconds (exhale) 
Hold your breath for 4 seconds (hold)

Practice 'square breathing'
 

Square breathing can help you calm down and relax. 
To practice try these 4 easy steps!

1.
2.
3.
4.

Repeat as many times as you'd like!
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Breathe out 2...3...4

Hold 2...3...4



Mindfulness
Find two items in your environment - one from indoors and one from outdoors.

Use your five senses to explore and describe each item below.

Indoor item: Outdoor item:



Identify and describe the
impacts that The BOX People's

lifestyle has on Nature,
Economy, Society & Wellbeing
(refer to page 25 before they
tear it down to create a more

sustainable BOX Town)  

Nature- How does the BOX People's

lifestyle impact Nature?

Economy- What do you imagine theBOX People's Economy is based on?

Society- Describe the society that the

BOX People have created

Wellbeing- How healthy is the BOX
People's lifestyle?
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Discover the BOXES!
Do you have these BOXES in your house?

Circle each one you have. Count how many you have in your

house and under each one write how many you have.

How many in your house?  _______

How many in your house?  _______

How many in your house?  _______

How many in your house?  _______

How many in your house?  _______

How many in your house?  _______



Discover the BOXES! Cont'd
Do you have any other BOXES in your house that are not on page 5?

 

Draw them below. Count how many you have in your house and under each one write

how many you have. Share your answers with a friend and discuss if these items are

important in your daily life or not.



Literacy
Choose a word or phrase from The BOX People that you

are unsure of. Write it in the space below.

Dictionary definition:

Write the word or phrase in a sentence:

My word is a: 

Verb Noun Adjective Adverb



Literacy
The BOX People eat food that comes from a BOX! Can you

believe it?! Do you eat anything from a BOX? 

 

Complete the activity on the next page about food that comes

in a BOX! 

What food comes in a BOX?



Food in a

BOX in my

house

Is it healthy?

Why or why

not?

Health & Wellbeing
Find as many food items in BOXES in your kitchen as you can.

Draw them below and describe how you prepare and eat them.

Draw Describe



Food NOT

in a BOX in

my house

Is it healthy?

Why or why

not?

Health & Wellbeing
Find as many food items NOT IN BOXES in your kitchen as you can.

Draw them below and describe how you prepare and eat them.

Draw Describe



Writing
What did you learn by reading The BOX People?

How can The BOX People make their town

more sustainable? 

How can they live a more eco-friendly

lifestyle?

Is your lifestyle similar to the lifestyle of The

BOX People? 

Questions to consider:

 

Why or why not?

 



Writing cont'd



Coloring Page



Research the lifecycle of a living thing (eg chicken, plant, butterfly etc). 

Draw and label each stage of the lifecycle below

Use arrows to show the direction of change 

What does it mean when the main character says "Hey! I know what makes this

place tick. It works in CIRCLES, CYCLES, BUZZES and CLICKS!" 

Living things lifecycle:

Science



Science cont'd

 Label the water cycle below using the following vocabulary:

Water Cycle

 

Define each word:

Evaporation

Condensation

Precipitation

Image by lcallard210 from Pixabay 

https://pixabay.com/users/lcallard210-1215123/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=1929070
https://pixabay.com/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=1929070


How is the water cycle connected to Nature, Economy, Society and

Wellbeing?

Nature

Economy

Society

Wellbeing

CONNECT TO THE COMPASS AND UNSDGs

Which UNSDGs are connected to the water cycle? Why?



Which SDG's is it connected to? Why?



Geography

Is it a country? A state? An island?

Identify and label the places where The BOX People might visit (i.e. a

restaurant, a shopping place, a market, a movie theater, a park etc.)

Draw a defining natural land feature 

Draw the place where you imagine The BOX People live



Compass & UNSDG Connections

Using the Compass & UNSDG's draw and describe ideas about how

The BOX People can live more healthy & sustainable lives.

Think about: exercising and playing outdoors, diet, connections to Nature,

Gratitude and any other connections you can make!



Personal Action

Describe three ways you can take action  for a more

sustainable future to protect Nature

1

2

3

In the heart below, write or draw one thing you love about Nature


